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To maintain legitimacy, 
platform operators need to make 
crucial decisions about the level 
of control they seek to enact.
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New rules for the trust game    Our parents used to urge 
us not to get into strangers’ cars or houses, and not to meet 
people from the Internet. Nevertheless, today, many share 
their cars with strangers (BlaBlaCar), grant access to their 
homes (Airbnb, Helpling), and use platforms to connect to oth-
ers in on- and offl ine environments (TaskRabbit, Facebook). 
Online and mobile technology has fueled the rise of what is 
often referred to as the sharing or platform economy, a land-
scape of digital businesses that enable resource exchange 
among multiple actors. To operate successfully, platforms build 
on network effects, a critical mass of participants, balanced 
value exchange, and – last but not least – trust among the 
key players. In terms of trust, the triumph of sharing economy 
platforms has challenged conventional wisdom. Why is that? 
One reason is that platforms have come up with new tools, 
mechanisms, and design patterns to build and curate trust. 
Prominent among these are star ratings and text reviews – 
which forge a bridge between the exchange principles of our 
early ancestors and today’s Internet users (see Box 1). 
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BOX 1

A brief history of trust

Trust in personal relations
For most of human history, trust was small-scale and confi ned to private contexts of families, tribes, and communities. It was 
characterized by physical proximity, common friends, face-to-face contact, long-lasting relations, and repeated interaction. 
One of the main underlying principles was reciprocity: If A shares something with B, they eventually expect the favor to be 
returned. Since this future compensation – as any future event – is inherently uncertain, trust means that somebody is will-
ing to take a risk. In small groups whose members have close social ties, this trust-based social exchange worked very well.

Trust in institutions
Over time, however, mobility increased, communities grew larger, and communication and trade extended beyond 
personal relations. As a response, over the last centuries, interpersonal trust within close communities was extended 
by larger-scale collective mechanisms and narratives: institutions. In the market, personal relations, expectations, and 
promises were replaced by brand value – vouching for current and future credibility. Moreover, governmental and 
political institutions were formed, relying on regulation, property rights, and contracts.

Trust in strangers
The recent rise of sharing-economy platforms, in a way, has meant a return to the roots: direct transactions (and hence 
trust) between individuals, without a dominant role for institutions. Only now, physical proximity, personal relations, 
and repeated interactions have been substituted by technology. Novel ways extend the formation of trust into digi-
tal environments, successfully mitigating perceptions of “stranger danger”. Many platforms deliberately design for 
trust between peers: They allow their users to upload profi le pictures or self-descriptions, list third-party certifi cates, 
provide insurance, or assure the safety of fi nancial transactions. Widely spread and probably the most iconic tool are 
reputation systems based on mutual star ratings and text reviews. They provide a collective perspective on how users 
have acted in the past and serve as an indicator of trustworthiness.

FIGURE 1    Trust-building mechanisms over time
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Navigation by the stars is tricky    Reputation systems 
were pioneered by online platforms, such as eBay, that imple-
mented star ratings schemes to establish trust between 
anonymous buyers and sellers. Today, virtually all e-commerce
and sharing-economy platforms are using similar systems. 
However, despite their promises, reputation systems by no 
means represent a silver bullet, and “navigating by the stars” 
can be fairly tricky. Platforms and users face several chal-
lenges in making sure that reputation systems remain cred-
ible, and different approaches to meet those challenges have 
emerged (Figure 2).

  Skewed ratings with little variance     One common 
observation is that average ratings tend to be very posi-
tive. In fact, being awarded the best possible rating score 
– typically 5 out of 5 stars – is the norm rather than the 
exception. Skewed ratings and low rating variance, how-
ever, make it diffi cult for users to differentiate good prod-
ucts and services from bad. Skewness results from several 
effects, including social desirability, fear of retaliating feed-
back and publicity, and survivorship bias – meaning that 

businesses with low ratings are more likely to disappear 
from the market. To tackle the issue of retaliation, most 
platforms use so-called simultaneous review schemes, only 
publishing ratings once both parties have committed. Fur-
thermore, platforms may offer individuals the opportunity 
to leave text reviews as a complement to numeric ratings. 
While numeric reviews represent a “summary” of others’ 
experiences, text reviews allow users to discuss specifi cs of 
a product, service, or provider in more detail. For example, 
Airbnb listings tend to show high variance concerning 
aspects such as the location of an accommodation, the 
level of cleanliness, or the quality of amenities. Users may 
use text reviews to share information very specifi c to a 
listing, such as loud neighbors or street noise.

  Fake reviews, detection, and prevention    In most 
open review ecosystems, such as Amazon, Google, Tripad-
visor, or Jameda, anyone can leave a review for products, 
places, hotels, medical doctors, or apps, even if the product 
or service has not actually been purchased or used. Given 
the economic power of reviews in making and breaking 

FIGURE 2     Hot topics in the rating economy: Challenges and approaches to solve them
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For the time being, the sharing economy will be safer 
with cautious drivers using several orientation points 

rather than “navigating by stars” on autopilot.

businesses, this represents a razor-sharp, double-edged, 
and largely unrestricted sword. Buying reviews for one’s 
company can have tremendous benefi ts, hence it is not 
surprising that a vibrant secondary industry around com-
missioned and fake reviews has emerged. Especially in 
early phases when users or sellers represent dark horses, 
boosting their own reputation by buying favorable rat-
ings and reviews appears tempting. Note also that nega-
tive reviews for one’s competition can be ordered. While 
this may, at best, be pesky for some businesses, it may 
fi nancially ruin others. Although many platforms review 
comments before releasing them publicly, lack of control 
is widely recognized as a major drawback in the sharing 
economy. Naturally, the issue of fake reviews is much less 
of a concern for platforms like Airbnb or Uber in which the 
possibility to review is bound to actual transactions. Today, 
a growing number of platforms implement algorithms to 
automatically identify, fl ag, and delete suspicious reviews. 
Also, third-party services, such as ReviewMeta.com, 
attempt to de-bias infl ated and polluted product reviews.

  Cold start and reputation transfer across platforms  
Another challenge is the absence of reviews when start-
ing anew on a platform. Even after having collected the 
fi rst few ratings, without a suffi ciently large number, 
average rating scores exhibit little credibility. For example, 
a user who has received just one 5-star rating will typi-
cally be trusted less than a user who has received, say, 
twenty 5-star ratings and three 4-star ratings. There exist 
very different approaches to tackle this. Apart from the 
problematic buying of reviews, platforms also think about 
incentivizing users to provide reviews, for instance, by 
offering coupons or discounts or by less tangible means, 

such as gamifi cation or repeated (and annoying) email 
notifi cations. Another potential way to address the cold-
start challenge or “newbie dilemma” is reputation portabil-
ity – referring to the display of ratings that originated in 
another context. For example, new hosts on Airbnb may 
refer to their history as a reputable and trustworthy person 
on the platform BlaBlaCar or any other. Early studies show 
that imported star ratings do in fact have trust-promoting 
effects across platform boundaries. One particular fi nding 
is that the transfer of ratings works very well for “match-
ing” platforms and that, somewhat surprisingly, ratings 
from quite different contexts can also be very effective 
and benefi cial. Despite this obvious potential, practical 
applications haven’t yet reached widespread adoption.

Navigation by the stars – don’t go on autopilot (yet)  
It is staggering to see how much power star ratings and 
text reviews have gained in many domains of (electronic) 
commerce and on sharing economy platforms. Despite their 
promises to facilitate trusted transactions between strang-
ers, many challenges remain. The responsibility of address-
ing these challenges resides with four main groups of actors: 
platform operators, service providers, consumers, and 
regulators (see Figure 3). To maintain legitimacy, platform 
operators need to design reputation systems with minimal 
negative side effects and make crucial decisions about the 
level of control they seek to enact. For example, by imple-
menting a less conservative approach to algorithmically 
supported fraud detection, platforms may not suffi ciently 
mitigate risks of fake reviews. Yet, by implementing all-too-
rigorous policies, they may end up blocking non-fraudulent 
information – thereby, disabling the articulation of relevant 
experience. Service providers and consumers can contribute 
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FIGURE 3     Main actors and what they can do to facilitate trust

to the striving of online reputation by remaining honest and 
active. Truthful reviews, even if negative, will help other plat-
form participants to make informed decisions when engag-
ing in sharing economy transactions. Regulators have the 
responsibility to set a legal frame that allows for dynamic 
and trusted marked environments. The EU paves the way by 
urging research to explore potential benefi ts and underlying 
mechanisms, for instance, with regard to reputation portabil-
ity. The General Data Protection Regulation, particularly its 
article on data portability, can be seen as a fi rst step in this 
direction by forcing platform operators to allow for free-fl oat-
ing data. The actions and interplay of these four groups will 
ultimately determine how platforms as a broader economic 
modus operandi will succeed in addressing the current chal-
lenges for ensuring trust in the sharing economy. For the time 
being, the sharing economy will be safer with cautious drivers 
using several orientation points rather than “navigating by 
stars” on autopilot.  
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